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S E C U R I N G O U R S TA P L E S

I

n a country where the great majority are rice eaters, it is easy to forget
that there are those among us whose staple is other than rice. In various
regions, corn or rootcrops are the predominant food in the daily diets
of the local people. And in the Cordillera, it is camote which is king where
neither cold nor terrain allows for the rice plant to grow. For eight months of
the year, camote provides the main sustenance of certain communities such as
in Asipulo, Ifugao, and rice is a mere substitute. The cultivation of camote on
the Cordillera’s mountain slopes is said to presage rice farming in mountain
terraces.
This staple however is now endangered. Fusarium wilt, a soil-borne fungal
disease that withers the camote plant, has contaminated camote swiddens,
spreading from village to village in some towns of the Cordillera. And while
a microorganism has been found to contain its spread, it does not kill the
fungus. The fungus stays in the soil for years.
There are lessons to heed from the past. The sweet banana variety lacatan,
once the prized and premier crop of Sablan, Benguet, was completely wiped
out by the deadly virus BBTV or banana bunch top. Fusarium wilt, if left
unchecked, could be just as lethal. At stake are the many traditional varieties
of camote that farmers in the Cordillera have long cultivated.
Also in jeopardy is self-sufficiency in our staples. Already some camote
farmers are shifting to commercial vegetable farming to earn cash to be
able to buy the more expensive staple, rice. The cultivation of rice itself is in
peril. Rice is being displaced by cash crops such as Bt corn (yellow corn) to
produce animal feeds as in lowland Ifugao and Tabuk, Kalinga or cut flowers
in Benguet towns.
But most at risk is food security. For food security should mean, first,
being secure in our staples.
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Camote:

valuable
and
imperilled
BY CDPC AND MRDC

Traditional camote varieties
in various stages of
fungal infestation;
at its worst, top right
6
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T

he sweet potato (Ipomoea
batatas) locally named camote is one of the oldest
crops known to man. Believed to
have originated from either Central
or South America, the sweet-tasting
root vegetable came to the Philippines by way of the Spaniards when
they colonized the islands in the
16th-19th centuries.
Long cultivated locally,
camote has become a major food
crop in the country, especially in
the Cordillera region and adjacent
provinces where it is considered of
great economic and cultural value. It
is a survival food during lean months
as rice grown on mountain terraces
usually lasts only a few months, and
in times of natural disasters and economic crisis.
It is a traditional staple in
areas of steep terrain that does not allow for rice to grow such as in Ifugao
villages in Asipulo town. It is a ritual
food offered to ancestors and partaken of in canaos or ritual feasts. It is a
common substitute for rice and corn
especially among poor families and
a source of cash to help meet basic
needs. It is also a source of food for
pigs raised for home consumption or
for additional income.

Considering all these, camote
is integral to the life of the indigenous people in the Cordillera and
nearby provinces. The local names it
has assumed among different indigenous groups attest to its significance
and long cultivation. Camote is called
dokto (Ibaloi), lokto (Benguet Kankana-ey), lukmog (Bontok), lapney/ube
(Sagada), bayading (Tadian), katila
(Tanglag), among others.
Commonly grown
A versatile plant, the camote
is easy to produce. It grows on the
ground and spreads vigorously, needing minimal care and surviving in almost any kind of soil and in any kind

of weather even through drought and
continuous rains. An all-weather,
multipurpose crop, anyone can plant
it and it requires no capital or laborious work.
Camote is grown mostly as a
swidden crop throughout most of the
Cordillera provinces but especially in
Ifugao, Mountain Province and Benguet. It is also produced in neighboring provinces where Cordillera
indigenous peoples have migrated
such as Nueva Vizcaya and La Union.
Many varieties of camote are
planted with different names in each
community. Most of these varieties
are traditional, taking from four to
seven months to grow and reaped
year round. Harvesting lasts many
months, and one site can yield tubers
up to six times.

long life. In the towns of Bokod,
Kabayan, Kapangan, Kibungan and
Bakun, camote production is sustained to augment food shortages
and in Bokod, it is additionally a
source of cash.
In Buscalan, Tinglayan, Kalinga,
camote is used for crop rotation in
upland farms. After rice is harvested
in the kaingin (swidden farm), it is
intercropped to be used as food for
pigs and to be sold for cash.
In the adjacent Nueva Vizcaya
towns of Sta. Fe, Kayapa, Kasibu,
Ambaguio, Dupax del Norte, Dupax del Sur and Quezon, and the
La Union towns of San Gabriel and
Bagulin, camote is also a major food
crop. Proven resistant to drought and
rains, it is relied on for food especially during crisis.

In Ifugao, camote production is
widespread, with the root crop usually planted along mountain slopes.
While some of its municipalities have
shifted to rice and commercial crops
especially in accessible areas, remote
barangays still produce camote more
than any other crop. This is true in
the municipalities of Asipulo, Tinoc,
Hingyon and Hungduan where most
of the villages continue to cultivate
camote primarily for household consumption and as a source of cash.

Versatile

Camote is equally an important crop in Sagada and other parts
of Mountain Province where it is
traditionally a women’s crop. Women farmers plant different camote
varieties in their house lots and uma
(swidden plots). It is not unusual to
find more than five varieties grown
at the same time in such areas.

Today the price of camote ranges
from P25-P40 per kilo depending on
variety and size, making it a promising source of cash. Moreover, the
shoots and leaves can be sold in the
market while the vines and leaves
can be used for pig’s food.

In Benguet, camote is an essential food during canaos. It is part of
the cultural rites of the Ibaloi and
Kankanaey to prepare camote in
community feasts and gatherings
because it is a traditional food honoring their ancestors and signifying

Different camote varieties are
planted in the Cordillera for different purposes – as food mainly
for home consumption and to feed
pigs. The product also serves as an
occasional or supplemental source
of cash income. In 2001 a farmer in
Kayapa could sell 25-28 sacks daily
at harvest peak, earning him around
P4,500-P5,300 at P180-P200 per sack
at P6-P8 per kilo.

Through indigenous practices of
preservation, other valuable foods
are derived from this multipurpose
plant, such as vinegar, wine and
flour. Camote broth is fermented
into vinegar and wine (sabeng). It is
processed into flour that can be used
during lean months or in times when
crop yields are low.
July-December 2015
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In Tuludan, Ifugao villagers
prepare bakol, camote flour cooked
in banana leaves or, with water and
sugar, moulded into small balls. A
similar practice is buko in Benguet
where households preserve camote
through sun drying. Tubers sundried in the summer are sliced finely,
stored and cooked as a rice substitute
during food crisis, in the rainy season or when food is scarce.
Camote is also suitable for crop
rotation and for enhancing soil
fertility of rice lands. In a post-rice
harvest practice in Mountain Province called baleleng, farmers form
plots out of remnants of camote and
legume plants and mix these with the
soil to fertilize it for the next planting. Baleleng is applied in rice lands
cultivated only once a year to make
the soil more fertile and productive.

Endangered
A few years ago however camote
production in several areas in the
Cordillera and adjacent provinces
began to decline. In 2012 villagers
in Asipulo, especially in barangays
Namal and Cawayan, observed that
their camote plants were dying and
the tubers, getting smaller. This was
the start of the camote disease they
called tungro, and the following year
it got worse.
The local people attributed the
tungro to various causes. According
to some villagers in Cawayan and sitio Numpaling in Namal, the tungro
began when a cell tower was set up in
Ifugao. Others said it was an effect of
climate change.
Still others remarked it was caused
by the gmelina tree introduced and
planted in the mountains of Asipulo in
1998 under the government program,

Kapitbisig Laban sa Kahirapan (KALAHI-CIDSS). To others, the application of a pesticide locally called “power” to kill weeds caused the tungro.
The tungro then worsened,
spreading to other uma and by the
following year had infected many
other swidden areas in several villages. Endangered were 15 hectares
of camote plots in Numpaling, 10
hectares in Namal, 30 hectares in Camandag and 10 hectares in Cawayan,
all in the town of Asipulo.
Of the 10 varieties planted in
these barangays, eight had been
infected. Their harvest of 1,008 kilos
on a 250-sq m lot fell drastically to
310 kilos. The loss of almost 700
kilos could feed a 6-member household for 7-8 months.
Other camote producing areas were soon describing a similar
situation in their farms. In Sagada,

Save the Camote campaign: conducting IEC in
Wangwang barangay, Tinoc
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Mountain Province farmers claimed
that their sweet potato tubers were
decreasing in size, and their cultivars
drying up. People’s organizations in
Gumhang, Binoblayan, Wangwang
and Tuludan in Tinoc also reported experiencing spreading camote
infestation.
In Ekip and Pito barangays in
Bokod, community members were
losing their camote to a similar
disease. The same was true in Nueva
Vizcaya where the Provincial Agriculture Office noted “an unknown
disease had been plaguing camote
farmers in Kayapa and other municipalities.” Kayapa barangay councilor
Ben Liwaliw said that just when the
camote plants began to bear root
crops, the leaves also began to wither
and later die.
In 2014, the people’s organization Nenhehekeyan ni Nemnem ni
Numpaling (NNN) in sitio Numpaling sought assistance from the
Montanosa Research Development
Center (MRDC). In response MRDC
staff brought samples of infected camote plants and soil from barangays
Namal and Cawayan for laboratory
testing at the Benguet State University (BSU) and the regional Bureau
of Plant Industry (BPI) to determine
the real cause of the disease and its
remedy.
The test results from both agencies showed that the disorder affecting camote plants was not tungro but
fusarium wilt. A soil-borne fungal
disease, fusarium wilt causes a plant’s
water-carrying vessels to become
blocked, resulting in wilting of the
plant.
It can be introduced through
infected seeds, cuttings and young
plants, and the fungus produces
long-lived resting spores (chlamydospores) that contaminate the soil
for several years. It is also said to be
a disease of hot weather and warm
soils, although it can be troublesome

at lower temperatures.
Considering these, Namal and
Cawayan villagers speculated that
the disease may have come from
Ambaguio, Nueva Vizcaya through
camote cultivars brought home by a
community member. The infestation
may have spread due to the sharing
of cultivars and borrowing of tools as
well as the hotter climate favorable to
the spread of the fungus.
To remedy the situation, BPI
recommended the use of trichoderma, a microorganism that controls
fusaruim wilt. However, MRDC
experiments using trichoderma and
indigenous microorganisms (IMO)
on infected camote cultivars from
affected communities showed that
while the cultivars survived and
grew, the tubers remained infected.
The trichoderma controls the fungus
from multiplying but does not kill it.

FUSARIUM WILT
SYMPTOMS

Leaves wilt, turn yellow, and
eventually die

Food crisis
Camote has always been a regular fare in camote producing areas in
the Cordillera. Today affected communities, such as barangay Namal
where it is the staple for at least eight
months of the year and a source of
cash, are experiencing a food crisis.

Dark brown vascular
discoloration

In 2013 some villagers in Asipulo were already buying camote from
neighboring Tinoc town for P150
per kayabang (basket) or approximately 10-15 kg. However, Tinoc
itself had been hit by the camote
infestation just as Ambaguio, their
bigger source when they run out of
this root crop.
To cope with the food crisis,
some villagers had to borrow rice
from relatives or community members who had excess harvest. In
Ambaguio some families had to eat
banana shoots. Some farmers have
tried to develop new uma to plant
camote with the hope of escaping
the fusarium wilt but to no avail; the

Discoloration of vascular ring
(source: Wikipedia)
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fungus spread to the new uma.
As a remedy, many of the affected farmers in Asipulo have replaced
camote with other crops like vegetables, legumes, ginger, gabi or galiang
(taro varieties) and other root crops.
Others have expanded their swidden
plots for cash crop vegetable production. Others especially the adult
males are outmigrating to seek work
to earn money to buy rice. Since
their need for rice has increased,
they need more cash to buy this
commodity.
The crisis extends to domestic
animals. With camote production
in decline, pigs are now fed other
root crops such as gabi and galiang
but these are similarly depleting. In
Sagada where pig raising is a primary source of cash, the women are
finding it difficult to obtain camote
leaves. They are forced to buy these
in areas with enough supply or to increase their use of commercial feeds,
which expands the need for cash.
Saving the camote
In recent years the regional
Department of Agriculture identified
camote as a high value crop, but its
promotion was not sustained and its
purpose was mainly for the market. The current problem of camote
infestation and production in affected areas has so far received little
response from concerned Cordillera
government agencies.
In Nueva Vizcaya, some action
has been taken by the provincial agricultural office. In barangay Kabayo,
Kayapa where community leaders
and barangay officials sought government help, the provincial agriculture office advised affected farmers
to plant alternative crops such as
gabi and cassava and to implement
crop rotation.
Declaring the disease as fungal, the office also introduced some
10 Binnadang July-December 2015

bio-agents to be administered on the
soil and crop for observation and
forwarded diseased plant samples for
study to the Regional Crop Protection Center in Tuguegarao City. In
addition it brought five new camote
varieties from Batanes province to be
introduced in upland barangays in
Nueva Vizcaya.

An important component of the
campaign is continuing research,
documentation and field experimentation in both affected and non-affected villages in Ifugao, Mountain
Province and Benguet.

For affected areas, the CDPC network conducts soil and plant testing
and documents camote
planting practices,
In the
varieties used and their
Cordillera,
Camote is an
characteristics, unafthe CDPC
fected varieties, history
network has
essential food
of the start of fusarium
launched
in
the
daily
and
wilt in the area and
the “Save
community lives of
actions in coping with
the Camote”
campaign to indigenous groups in the the problem. Where
the area is not infected,
help affected
Cordillera
and
CDPC determines the
communities
varieties being used
to control and
neighboring upland
and their planting sysfind appropriareas.
tems as well as assists
ate solutions
farmers to implement
to the spread
preventive measures.
of fusarium wilt in their farms. A
multipronged campaign, it comLong looked at as a lowly “poor
bines information dissemination,
field experimentation, linking com- man’s food,” camote is now belatedly
being recognized for its high numunities with expert agricultural
tritional value. But more than its
assistance, and coordinating with
health benefits, it is an essential food
concerned government agencies
for further research and training to in the daily and community lives of
indigenous groups in the Cordillera
find remedies to the camote disand neighboring upland areas. This
ease.
root crop has also helped indigenous
communities to protect and keep
Already, the CDPC network has
their environment intact.
disseminated information on the
use and production of trichoderma
Despite the potential of convertand urged farmers to apply IMO on
ing the mountain slopes into rice
infested plants. It is mobilizing POs
terraces or commercial vegetable
and barangay officials to coordinate
farms to have more rice and cash,
with government agricultural technicians, BSU, BPI and other agencies indigenous communities in high
and remote terrain cultivated and
to tap technical and other forms of
nurtured the camote plant. Not only
assistance.
is this a testament to the people’s
self-reliance. Equally important, it
At the same time farmers are
saved forests from denudation and
being encouraged and assisted to
natural soil fertility from depletion.
continue implementation of sustainable agriculture and good farming
An ancient food crop that has
practices, such as crop rotation,
endured through centuries, the
appropriate pest management and
planting of traditional camote variet- camote must continue to survive in
ies as well as those found resistant to areas where it is now endangered and
thrive well into the future.
fusarium wilt.

Easing loads off
farmers’ backs!
BY MATHETLISA BASIA AND DONATO BITOG

Fabricating the

WHEELBARROW
A

group of men and
women dig the soil and
load it to an engineless
carrier. When the carrier is full,
someone from the group pushes it
and unloads the soil not far from
where they are working. He pulls
it back to where his companions
are to be loaded some more.
This engineless carrier is
a wheelbarrow, locally called
karatilya. It is a seemingly
ordinary tool but this lowtech masterpiece is a valuable
implement for farmers. Found in
any country, it is used by peasants
to push loads instead of carrying
them on their backs or shoulders.
It is a handy device to move
things around the yard, in
farmlands, construction sites and
even in schools and factories.
It has so many uses that it has
become an important equipment
to ease the labor of working men
and women.
July-December 2015
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Canaan“The Land of Promise”
Canaan, “Land of Promise”
is the place where God instructed
Abraham (Genesis-Chapter 12) to
go to after their sojourn in Egypt.
It is also a place named after it in
Buscalan, Tinglayan, Kalinga, which
the introductory scene describes. A
decade ago the people of Buscalan
proper experienced food insecurity.
Their harvest from their rice fields
was not enough to feed the growing
population. They could not expand
their rice terraces because what was
left was very steep and rocky. With
food getting scarcer each day, they
had to look for other places where
they could build more rice terraces.
Near their place was barren,
forsaken and solitary grassland. It
seemed no agricultural crop could
ever grow there. The people had little
choice: either to stay and dig the idle
land or leave their community to
look for productive land elsewhere
and suffer possibly greater hardships.
Their tribal instinct that the land
would grow robust crops prevailed
and so they started occupying the
land. That was in 2005.
The only advanced tool they had
was the wheelbarrow. Their other
tools were spades, bolos, finch bars
and even wood that they sharpened
for digging. They first dug up the top
soil and loaded it on the wheelbarrow, which they emptied nearby creating mounds of soil. When the land
was leveled off, they hauled back
again, using the wheelbarrow, the top
soil they had separated from other
soils. They spread it evenly on the
leveled land and then directed water
to it. It was now productive land! It
was ready to nurture crops.
Thanks to the wheelbarrow, their
work was made easier and faster. The
once desolate land turned to a promising, productive land and so, as in
the Bible, they named the place Canaan, the “land of promise.” The cool
12 Binnadang July-December 2015

winds or the spirits of their ancestors
seemed to whisper to them to stay
and till the land. And so they did.
Leon Baydon, chairperson of
Buscalan Farmers’ Movement Association, said they were able to construct ricefields with an aggregate
area of 6.5 hectares through ub-ubbo,
their traditional mutual help system,
and the karatilya.

The farmers were able to
construct ricefields with
an aggregate area of
6.5 hectares through
ub-ubbo, their
traditional mutual help
system, and the
karatilya.

“Dakkel ti tulong na kadakami iti
panag-aramid ti payaw ken naddadael nga talon, gapu ta maaramid
ti maysa kelleng a payaw iti lima
wenno sangapulo nga aldaw babaen
iti nainsigudan nga tinnulong ti
umili (ub-ubbo) ken ti karatilya nga
us-usaren mi ta adu ti makarga na
nga daga. Nu idi nga awan ti karatilya nga jay nalaga nga basket (tanguju) ti us-usren dagiti aamma mi ket
makatawen sada maaramid ti bassit a
kelleng uray nu ub-ubbo met laeng ti
pamuspusan da gapu ta jay kargaen
ti sangapulo nga basket ket laonen
laeng ti maysa a karatilya.”
(These have been a big help to us
in building rice terraces and repairing destroyed fields since today we
can develop a rice field in 5-10 days
through our traditional practice
of ub-ubbo and with the karatilya
that can carry large volumes of soil.

When there was yet no karatilya,
it took our fathers a whole year to
make even just one small field even
through ub-ubbo, as they used the
tang-uju, a woven basket, to carry
the soil. Now a karatilya can carry 10
baskets of soil.)
The wheelbarrow and ub-ubbo
have also facilitated field restoration
at little or no cost. “Idi nakaala kami
ti karatilya iti MRDC [Montanosa
Research Development Center] napardas nga narepair mi dagiti nagabgaburan ken nawash-out nga taltalon
ta naisubli ti ub-ubbo wenno tinnulong ti umili ta nu agtangdan ka iti
panagrepair ti talon ket aggastos ka
ti PhP10,000-20,000 a kuarta santo
marepair ti talon mo,” said Baydon.
(When we got a wheelbarrow
from MRDC [Montanosa Research
Development Center], the repair
of our fields that were washed out
and overrun with mud were quickly
restored through ub-ubbo. If you
hire people to do the job, you would
have to spend P10,000-20,000, said
Baydon.)
Making wheelbarrows
The members of the Buscalan
Farmers’ Movement Association
fabricated their wheelbarrows with
the assistance of the Montañosa
Research and Development Center.
A member of the Center for Development Programs in the Cordillera
network, MRDC operates an appropriate technology tool and machine
shop in Sagada, Mountain Province
where it fabricates and produces agricultural tools and implements.
Prior to 2005, MRDC had been
distributing farm tools to its partner
people’s organizations as part of its
program on food security. It bought
the tools from hardware stores and
gave them to their beneficiaries. But
after a short period of time, many
beneficiaries complained that the
wheelbarrows they got no longer

Spreading top soil for rice terrace in
Buscalan, Tinglayan, Kalinga

worked after only a month of use.
The parts were not durable, they
said.
In the 1990s, some blacksmiths
of the Ngibat Farmers’ Association
in Ngibat, Tinglayan had already
fabricated wheelbarrows out of scrap
materials. Their fabrications became
popular for their durability that
people from neighboring barangays
preferred to buy from them instead
of commercially made ones from
hardware stores in Tabuk or Bontoc,
which easily got destroyed.
As requests for wheelbarrows
from communities poured in,
MRDC tapped the expertise of the
Ngibat Farmers’ Association to
fabricate wheelbarrows at its Sagada
shop. The requesting communities
were then advised to help in any way
they could during the fabrication
as their counterpart, with MRDC
staff assisting. Sharing of skills
and experiences among the Ngibat
fabricators and MRDC staff led to
the development of a more durable
wheelbarrow. Revision after revision
was made until a standard design

was established in 2014.
As of today, around 20 people’s
organizations have benefited from
the wheelbarrow project, and they
continue to use their wheelbarrows
to repair or build more rice terraces.
Higher tool prices
Prices of raw materials for tool
production however are going up.
Jaime Ogoy, one of the fabricators
of quality farm tools at MRDC, says
that flat sheets and galvanized iron
pipes, the main raw materials for fabrication of wheelbarrows, are getting
expensive. This is caused by the lack
of a government plan to reestablish a
steel industry.
It can be remembered that
in 1968, the government helped
establish the Iligan Integrated Steel
Mills, the first integrated steel mill
built in Southeast Asia. It operated
partially with promising success,
but the late dictator Marcos took
over and renamed it the National
Steel Corporation. Other companies acquired it but it was beset by

many problems until it shut down
in 2010.
Despite the Philippines’ wealth
in mineral resources, it continues to
import iron and steel products from
China and even from Japan.
The sad part is that the country
exports iron ore to Japan, Australia
and other first world countries, then
imports expensive products made
out from the iron ore it had exported, such as cars, appliances, electronics, guns and ammunitions and other
steel products.
In a Philippine Star column
(October 17, 2015), Satur Ocampo
wrote, “Asean economic integration
by the end of 2015… will mean more
intense competition ahead. Failing
to act decisively (the government)
can worsen the country’s steel import
dependence from 80 percent to 100
percent… ”.
With the liberalization of the
iron and steel industry, a bleak future
lies ahead for the peasantry. Farm
tools may not get any cheaper.
July-December 2015
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“

Yes! Finally we have adequate water
for our community members. Whatever
misunderstandings we have due to lack of
water will now be solved.

”

RESTORING
60-YEAR-OLD
TO END WATE
BY MARVIN CANYAS
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D WELL
ER WOES

“Yes! Addan naan-anay a danum
para kanya mi nga umili. Masolbaren ti umanay a pagririan mi nga
parpartuaten ti kinakurang ti danum (Yes! Finally we have adequate
water for our community members.
Whatever misunderstandings we
have due to lack of water will now
be solved),” happily declared leader
and barangay health worker Belly
Alcalde as the first burst of water
gushed from the newly rehabilitated
artesian well of barangay Palaquiao
in Bucay, Abra. From a manual
pump, the 60-year-old well now has
a 2 horsepower submersible pump
that can draw more water more
quickly and easily.
Water lack for both domestic and
irrigation use has long been a big
problem of the Ilokano community
of 224 households with a 1,048 population. Over the last three decades
they largely depended on springs
that either dried up in the summer
or were more than a kilometer away
from the village. This made water a
critical resource in the dry season
and fetching it extremely difficult
especially for the women who were
more involved in the task.
Because of water lack, the predominantly agricultural community
could plant only one rice cropping
a year. The villagers had to augment
this by cultivating other crops,
such as corn, peanuts, legumes and
vegetables and undertaking other
livelihoods such as fishing, livestock
raising, running small stores and
local employment.
July-December 2015
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(left to right) Installing 60sian well with submersib year-old artele pump and tank
in Palaquiao, Abra

Search for water
Water availability has not always
been a problem in Palaquiao. For
more than 30 years, from 1956 to
1990, an artesian well built by Catholic rural missionaries adequately
served the needs of Palaquiao along
with neighboring barangays Tabiog
and Bangcagan.
In 1990 however the well pump
was damaged by the 7.8 magnitude
earthquake that hit central and
northern Luzon. The damage rendered the well inoperable, starting
the water woes of the community. To
meet the emergency need for potable
water, the residents relied on creeks
near the barangay, and for bathing
and washing clothes they had to go
down to the Abra river.
The use of creeks for household use however led to a high rate
of cholera and stomach ailments,
prompting the community to look
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for other water sources to tap. Luckily they found a spring but it was
located 1.8 kilometers away from the
barangay. A household had to spend
an average 2 ½ hours to collect and
carry back water from the spring
following a community schedule that
designated a specific time for each
cluster of households to avail of the
water. If one missed her turn, there
was nothing she could do but say
“sorry” to herself. Moreover in the
summer the water volume decreases
to 60%.
Attempts were made by the
local government and other agencies to address the water situation of
Palaquiao. In 2006 the barangay local
government succeeded in getting
a budget allocation from the Abra
provincial governor to repair the
artesian well pump. But he lost in the
elections shortly after, and the plan
fell through.
Two years after, a contingent
from the 41st engineering brigade of

the Armed Forces of the Philippines
(AFP) also sought to help improve
the water system while conducting
a peace and development program
in the barangay. While a P5 million
health center they constructed has
benefitted the community, their
effort at water system rehabilitation
was judged by the community “sablay (ineffective).”
According to the villagers, the
soldiers undertook the development
of the spring used by the barangay,
but they merely installed two pieces of 2-inch pipes from the source
to an intake tank and constructed
a 10x10x8 foot reservoir that could
be maximized only during the rainy
season.
Another attempt was yet made in
2013. The local office of the Department of Social Welfare and Development chose barangay Palaquiao to be
assisted under its poverty alleviation
program, KALAHI-CIDDS. During
the technical feasibility study, the

community made known that their
priority was the repair of the artesian
well. But this was not considered by
the agency, as the repair required
only a minimal budget while KALAHI CIDDS supposedly funds projects
only in the millions.
In addition to upgrading the
barangay’s spring water system,
KALAHI-CIDDS decided to look for
another spring as an additional water
source for the community. They located one 7 km away from the barangay that they deemed could supply
the water needs of Palaquiao plus
neighboring barangay Bangcagan.
However, they did not point out
that this obtained only during the
rainy season because in the summer,
the two communities would have to
share the decreased water volume,
with 60% going to Palaquio and 40%
to Bangcagan. In addition, the KALAHI-CIDDS-funded P5.4 million
spring water system goes to naught
in the summer as the spring goes dry.

Worse, it triggered conflicts over
water use between the two barangays and among the residents of
each community. As it was, Palaquio
was already experiencing squabbles
among community members at its
old spring water system exclusive for
their use.
Rows usually erupted when
someone violated the community
water collection schedule especially
in the summer when water discharge
declines. Water sharing under the
new water system similarly led to
disputes when a member of one
barangay would close the main water
line that supplies the other barangay.
Look no further
In 2013 the Center for Development Programs in the Cordillera
came to assist the community on a
request of the Palaquiao Bucay Farmers Association (PBFA). Based on its
feasibility study and watershed and
spring assessment and evaluation in
2014, CDPC found that Palaquiao

had no other potential spring sources for potable and irrigation use
because it did not have any good
watershed.
According to some community
members, this was the same reason
why the Rural Catholic Missionaries
did not prioritise spring development
and instead built an artesian well in
the barangay. The CDPC study and
the community’s own identification
of their water problem as the dearth
of springs pointed to one direction:
restoration of their old artesian well
to make it functional again.
The rehabilitation project from
conceptualization, planning to actual
implementation was cooperatively
undertaken by the community led by
PBFA leaders and the Palaquiao barangay council. Mobilizing the community, Barangay Captain and PBFA
leader Juanito Alvarez said, “Parabor ken agserbi kadatayo daytoy a
proyekto. Daytoyen ti mangsungbat
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ti nabayag nga kaligagum tayo nga
maaddaan ti naananay nga danum.
Masulbaren ti kinaurang ti danum
nga umanay nga pagririan tayo.”
(This project is a blessing that
benefits us all. This is the answer to
what we have been longing for. It will
solve our problem with water, which
has also caused misunderstandings
between and among us).
In a radio interview on projects
implemented in the barangay, Alvarez underlined the importance of the
artesian well, “Adda water system nga
inpatungpal ti KALAHI ngem daksanggasat met ta maabbatan ti ubbog nga nag-awidan da nu tiyempo ti
tikag. Imbag pay ti Katribu ken NGO
ta inpangpangruna da iti request mi
nga panangisimpa iti nadadael nga
artisano ket itta ket gumangana.”
(KALAHI implemented a water
system but the spring they tapped
has no water in the summer. Fortunately Katribu [indigenous peoples
party list] and an NGO prioritized
our request - the rehabilitation of the
artesian well, and now it’s working.)
The community through PBFA
did the rehabilitation work with the
technical assistance of CDPC staff.
Started in June 2015, the overhaul
took about a month to complete
to accommodate PBFA members
who had other activities and other
projects to undertake. The women
were minimally involved as the work
required was largely technical. But
they provided assistance through
preparation of meals and snacks for
the workers and helping to mobilize
the community to participate in the
project activities.
The project was implemented
through the practice of bayanihan
(community cooperation) and with
the full participation of the barangay
officials. The artesian well is strategically located in the center of the
barangay. The workers retrofitted
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it with a 2-horsepower submersible
pump and installed an additional
main line and distribution lines to
faucet stands to ensure that every
cluster of households has accessibility to water. Each tap can service 15
households. Each household pays a
P20 fee for monthly maintenance.
The pump has a discharge of two
liters per second, and from the average six hours of operation per day, it
can produce a total 43,200 liters of
water. This volume can sufficiently
augment the total demand of about
509 individuals if each person consumes 85 liters per day. A CDPC case
study on water needs in the barangay
showed that an individual can consume 85 liters per day for cooking,
drinking, bathing and washing.

The workers
retrofitted the well
with a 2-horsepower
submersible pump
and installed an
additional main line
and distribution lines
to faucet stands to
ensure that every cluster
of households has
accessibility to water.

To ensure that everyone has
a supply of water, the community
agreed to reduce their water consumption from the well in the summertime from the regular 85 liters to
45 liters per day per person to enable
all households in the barangay to
have enough water for cooking and
drinking. Since the water did not
meet the safe water potability test,
community members have been ad-

vised to boil it for drinking. Bathing
and washing of clothes could be done
in nearby creeks or the Abra river.
CDPC provided the set of
2-horsepower submersible pump and
other needed materials, and the community provided the gravel and sand
as their counterpart. Prior to rehabilitation work, CDPC conducted
training and education for the PBFA
on leadership and organizational
management to strengthen the organization. They also rendered technical assistance including canvassing,
purchasing and delivery of materials
for the pump overhaul.
A management team composed
of five PBFA members guided by the
organization’s leaders oversees the
pump’s operation and ensures project
policies are followed. The team is
made up of a team leader, assistant
team leader, maintenance fee keeper, two maintenance fee collectors
and two water guards. Their specific
tasks are defined in the project’s
policies.
Community members say the
project is serving its purpose well.
For Jovita Babasa, a housewife, it has
ended her sleepless nights waiting for
water. “Idi saan pay natarimaan diyay
artisano, kasapulan nga agpuyat tapno laeng makasakto kami. Adda pay
mamingsan nga dumanon iti parbangon ti panag-uray mi. Nu kanyak ket
naapektaran ti salun-at ko ta nag-animik ak iti kapupuyat”. Ngem itta ta
natarimaanen dayta artisano, dakkel
ti tulong na kanya mi. Awanen ti agpuyat ta napintas iti napagnunumuan
mi nga scheduling ti panagsakdo ti
tunggal bumaryo.”
(When the artesian well was not
yet fixed, there were times we would
sleep late just so we could take our
turn to fetch water. There were times
when we would wait up to early
morning. As a result, I became anemic. But now the artesian well is up
and it is a big help to us. There is no

longer any community member who
suffers sleepless nights for we can
collect water as early as we can, and
we have a good schedule we agreed
on that is being followed.
The project management committee which regularly monitors the
project are heartened that they have
not encountered any problem with
policy implementation especially on
collection of maintenance fees.
“Kababain ken sayang laeng ti
tulong nga inted yo ken ti Taga- Belgium nu saan mi nga salumetmetan
(It would be wasteful and embarrassing if we did not take care and
properly use the assistance from
CDPC and from Belgium),” committee members said.
In the turnover ceremony of the
restored artesian well, PBFA chairperson Joel Taeza highlighted the
community bond engendered by the

water project, “Dakkel nga pagyamanan mi kanya yo nga taga CDPC
ta pinatgan yo t i dawat mi nga umili,
dakkel ti tulong na daytoy a proyekto
kanya mi. Saan laeng nga nasolbar ti
problema mi iti danum, ngem mas
pay nga napairut ti panaglalangen
mi nga umili as kas agkakabsat. Saan
kayo nga agdanag ta akem mi nga
mangsalwad ken mangisakit tapno
agnaynay nga usaren mi nga umili ti
proyekto.”
(Our utmost gratitude to CDPC
for considering our project request.
This project is a big help to us not
only because it solved our water
problem. It also strengthened our
unity as a community and made us
relate with each other as real brothers and sisters. Rest assured that we
will cherish this project; it’s our task
to protect and sustain it so that it
will serve us for a long time).

Reaping the benefits from their
restored well

“This project is a big
help to us not only because it solved our water
prolem. It strengthened
our unity as a
community and made us
relate with each other
as real brothers
and sisters.”
-Joel Taeza, PBFA chair
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Expanding irrigation,
increasing yields and fields
BY BLESSY JANE ESLAO
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Uma tribe
Lower Uma in Lubuagan, Kalinga
province is home to the Uma tribe.
The Uma make up the big majority
of the population in Payaw-Dugong,
one of its seven sitios. Only a tiny
minority come from other tribes in
Kalinga and other ethnolinguistic
groups largely through intermarriage. Among them are Kankana-ey

from Mt Province, Pangasinense,
Ilokano, Ibaloy and Kankanaey from
Benguet, Cagayanon, Bisaya and
Tagalog.
Neighboring communities to the
Uma in Payaw-Dugong are various other tribes of Kalinga, such as
the Balatoc tribe of Pasil, and the
Sumadel and Colayo tribes of Tinglayan with whom they have forged

long-standing peace pacts. The
groups maintain peaceful relations
by respecting and not encroaching
on each other’s territories whose
boundaries, based not on land but on
rivers and mountains that separate
them, were defined and established
by their forefathers a long time ago.
Mt. Awidon/Awijon for instance
marks the territorial boundaries of
the Lubuagan, Uma and Pasil tribes.
July-December 2015
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The Uma community is settled in
the middle of Payaw-Dugong’s rugged mountains surrounded by rivers,
springs, waterfalls and creeks. Below
the mountains are the rivers alongside of which are their rice paddies
they developed over time.
As in the other sitios in Lower
Uma, all the houses in Payaw-Dugong are clustered in one area.
Payaw Dugong has more than 50
households, with close relatives and
clans mostly settled together in one
sub-cluster. One house is usually
occupied by one household.
Irrigation: essential need
Payaw-Dugong lies in a mountainous area suitable to all kinds
of plants that thrive in temperate
climate. The land is utilized for
rice fields, swidden farms, orchards
planted to coffee and fruit trees, and
residential purposes.
The Uma live primarily through
traditional farming in rice paddies,
relying on their paddy rice harvest of
mostly traditional rice varieties from
two croppings a year. But for those
whose paddies cannot be reached by
irrigation, they reap only one rice
crop a year.
To augment their rice produce,
the Uma farmers cultivate vegetables,
root crops and legumes in swidden
plots such as camote, squash, different varieties of beans and white corn.
Their rice production is mainly for
their consumption, while their vegetable products are for both household use and for sale to earn cash.
Legumes are sold in the market
at P150-P300 per salop or roughly 4
kilos. They grow watercress also as
a source of cash and an emergency
viand. Coffee and white corn are
cultivated mainly for household consumption and secondarily for sale.
With the abundance of tiger grass, a
soft broom industry also thrives in
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the community, with current broom
prices ranging from P150-P200.
While rich in water resources
evident in the presence of three
rivers, numerous creeks, springs
including hot springs and waterfalls,
Payaw-Dugong suffers from poor
irrigation facilities. The Uma
community has limited rice yields
and is constrained from expanding
their fields due to inadequate
irrigation supply.
More than 45 rice paddies
especially in lower areas are not
irrigated. The paddies are always
dry in the summer when they plant
a second crop. During this time rice
yields substantially decrease to 20-25
sacks of irik (unhusked grain) in one
kelleng (rice paddy) compared to at
least 40-50 sacks of irik that can be
harvested during the first crop in the
wet season.
This situation has forced some
farmers to leave their fields and go
out of the village to work as carpenters, construction workers, miners,
among other daily paid labor. Also
because of poor irrigation, some
farmers had to shift to high yielding
varieties (HYV) of rice as these take
only 3-4 months to mature unlike
traditional varieties which can be
reaped only after 6 months. And
now climate change further affects
their synchronized cropping as they
cannot tell when a strong typhoon or
severe drought would hit them.
As the need for irrigation water
was so great, the local people’s
organisation Danggayan Dagiti
Manalon iti Lower Uma (DAMLU)
decided to seek help to improve
the existing irrigation system in
Payaw-Dugong. As DAMLU adviser Siga Balcanao remarked, if they
could not get more irrigation water,
their harvests would continue to decline. Upgrading the facility would
help to increase their rice production through adequate water supply

to reach all existing rice fields. In
addition they can undertake rice
field expansion using idle but arable
lands.
DAMLU, which counts almost
all households in Payaw-Dugong
in its membership, submitted a
resolution laying out its Socio-Economic Program, which included
a water system, to the provincial
farmers federation Timpuyog Dagiti
Manalon iti Kalinga (TMK). TMK,
which helped in DAMLU’s formation in 2000, linked up the organisation to the Center for Development
Programs in the Cordillera, which
agreed to provide technical and
fund assistance for the expanded
irrigation project.
In a series of community visits to
Payaw-Dugong, CDPC determined
if the community really needed the
water project and if the organisation
was strong enough to manage it. In
February 2012 a team composed
of representatives of DAMLU and
CDPC staff conducted a site survey
in Payaw-Dugong.
Part of the feasibility study, the
site investigation gathered hydrology
data including accessibility, possible
route and length of the canal line
from the proposed intake point of
the identified water source to the
target coverage area, the number of
potential end users, and the general
configuration of the project.
The findings of the feasibility
study showed that in addition to
rehabilitating the existing irrigation
system, a new one could be developed using the same water source
that could be utilized not only for
irrigation but for drinking and
household use.
CDPC then presented the findings and the proposed project to the
community. The people’s only question was: When will the project start?
The barangay officials themselves

batted for the project although they
failed to give any form of support
during the project undertaking.
Inuman irrigation system
Called the Inuman irrigation system after its source, Inuman creek,
the project was implemented with
the main objective of expanding rice
fields and recovering those that had
been abandoned due to water lack
and poor irrigation.
The Inuman irrigation facility is
located in the subsitio of Payaw-Dugong. Inuman creek, which lies in
the barangay’s northwest, follows
a west to east course and joins the
Pasil River below the ricefields of
neighboring barangays Galdang and
Guinaang in Pasil municipality. From
Payaw-Dugong, the Inuman creek
can be reached after a 1½-2 hours
hike through foot trails.
Overall, 13 households which
own existing rice fields and belong
to the poorer sector of the community stand to benefit from the
Inuman irrigation system. Of these,
four households are from barangay
Guinaang and three from barangay
Galdang. The rest are from Payaw-Dugong.
Areas for rice field expansion
were also identified, with the increased irrigation benefiting more
than 67 households. The aggregate
land area that gains from the project
is estimated at 15-20 hectares inclusive of the expansion areas.
Putting in time

Securing the water hose

Eager to start the project immediately, the Payaw-Dugong community organized four teams of workers
and a work schedule. But before
starting any work on the project,
following their cultural traditions
they made ritual animal offerings to
nature spirits. They butchered a pig
in respect for the unseen creatures
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in the mountain they call alan whom
they believe guard the forest where
the project site is located.
When they constructed the weir,
they killed a native chicken as an
offering, placing its head and some
feathers on a stick and then opening
its mouth. They believe that if the
alan saw their offering, they would
not be harmed. During the aligning
of the water pipes from the weir, the
community butchered another animal, this time a native pig. They let
the pig’s blood flow to the water, so
the water would not dry up particularly in the summer. The community
then partook of the pig provided by
DAMLU.
It took the community almost
two years to finish the irrigation
system due to the practical realities of daily living. Although four
teams worked on the project, they
were often incomplete when doing
their assigned tasks because some
had to attend to daily livelihoods
or had to look for work. But when
free, some of them, even if it was not
their scheduled time, rendered work
in payment for the days they were
absent.
“Nu iti schedule haan met nga
stricto nga suruten, mabalin nga
makisinukat. 95 % ket nasurot iti
schedule, ken siyempre naibasar iti
concreto nga sitwasyon ken panagbiag iti tao, ijay tayu met nga ag
adjust, maawatan nu maminsan nu
ada iti panagkurang iti attendance
iti daduma ngem talaga nga sumagmamanu. Daduma ket ada met ti
mangdiretso iti 1-4 days ada ti stay
in, inaldaw nga ada iti umay. Ti stay
in ket awan ti nagdumaan iti naasawaan ken single,” Mr. Balcanao said.
(When it came to schedules, we
were not strict; the workers could
swap schedules. Around 95% followed the schedule. But of course we
had to adjust to the concrete situation of the daily lives of the people.
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We understood why sometimes some
couldn’t make it to their scheduled
work, but this was occasional. There
were those who worked straight for
four days in the site; they would
come everyday, whether married or
single.)
No one was exempt from putting
in time and effort on the project including the women and even CDPC
staff. According to the DAMLU adviser, the role of CDPC was the same
as theirs.
“They got their hands dirty
like us. They were all focused on
the work. There was no difference
whether you were a professional or
not. They taught us so well especially the technical part like using the
hotplate [used to intertwine the high
density polyethylene pipes] and it
was easy to follow. They also encouraged us, which helped us to be more
determined to finish the project,” he
explained in Ilokano.
The women participated equally
in the project. Although women and
men have different patterns of labor
participation mainly because women
take time out to care for the children,
this did not hinder them in taking
active part in the irrigation work.
Some were assigned to cook,
others to clean the surroundings, and
others to gather sand and gravel. The
men did the more laborious part like
carrying bags of cement, water hose
and other materials and equipment.
The community agreed that
workers would bring their own food,
which was supplemented by rice contributed by CDPC. DAMLU sought
assistance from the local government
but failed to get any during the entire
course of the project.
One of the best practices applied
during the construction phase was
the angkas system. Village life is not
easy but the people survive because

of their practice of angkas in which
all community members are mobilized in a free labor exchange and
sharing of resources.
This system requires the community members to finish all the farm
work of those who lend a hand for
theirs. It is tiring but it is better than
paying farmhands. The practice also
strengthens camaraderie and unity in
the community and serves to educate
the children in their cultural traditions.
The materials used for the irrigation facility such as pipes, steel,
cement and nails were supplied by
CDPC which canvassed, purchased
and delivered them to Payaw-Dugong. As its counterpart, DAMLU
provided the lumber, sand, gravel
and manpower. All materials and
resources that could not be availed
of in the village and others that made
the project possible were furnished
by CDPC.

Inuman irrigation system: more water
for recovering fields abandoned due to
water lack

Today the Uma community is
reaping the benefits of the water
project. “Mayat ta ada daytoy nga
project tayo nga irrigation; haan
tayun nga marigatan ken mapuyatan
nga apan agpadpadanum ti rinabii
(It is good that we have this irrigation project. We no longer have to be
burdened and sleep late every time
we water our fields).
Expressing gratitude to SOLIDAGRO and Province of East Flanders
in Belgium, which funded the project
through CDPC, and to CDPC for its
assistance, they gave the assurance
they would do their best to take good
care of the irrigation facility. The
project, they said, has strengthened
their organization and their resolve
to protect their land and water resources.
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GEARING UP FOR
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BY AMIAN TAULI

Establishing community nursery
for ecological restoration

Disaster preparedness:
Rescue training, stone wall building to
prevent erosion
July-December 2015
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Going beyond relief and rehabilitation, disaster preparedness programs are taking a new tack to enable
communities to better cope with the
new normal: extreme weather events
and conditions. Under the Partners
for Resilience (PfR) program implemented in nine countries including
the Philippines, communities are
building their capacities to become
more resilient in the face of more
frequent and devastating typhoons,
drought, floods and other impacts
resulting from climate change.
Initiated by five humanitarian,
development and environmental
organizations in the Netherlands in
partnership with local partners, PfR
integrates disaster risk reduction
(DRR), climate change adaptation
(CCA) and ecosystem management
and restoration (EMR) with the aim
to reduce the impact of natural hazards on people’s lives and livelihoods.
In the Cordillera, this integration
has been realized in the 12 barangays
covered by the PfR program, and one
community in particular has demonstrated how this integrated approach
can contribute to building a resilient community. Kayan West is one
of 19 barangays that comprise the
municipality of Tadian in Mountain
Province. It is inhabited by the Kankanaey, one of the many indigenous
peoples collectively known as the
Igorot who call the Cordillera region
their home.
The Kanakanaey have an intimate relationship with their environment, believing that the land is
the source of everything that has
sustained their existence since time
immemorial. As such, the community members derive their livelihood
mainly from planting rice, corn,
peanuts and vegetables. Before the
Second World War, Kayan was the
rice granary of Tadian.
But recently, due to the steady
onset of drought during summer,
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rice production has decreased and
villagers are faced with reduced water supply for daily use. Also, during
the dry season, the community experiences heavy forest fires.

in community-based disaster risk
management, disaster preparedness
and mainstreaming DRR in local
development plans and watershed
management.

On the other hand, the wet
season is characterized by periods
of continuous rainfall and strong
typhoons that increase soil erosion,
trigger landslides and damage crops.
In 2010 heavy rainfall brought by
Tropical Storm Parma induced a
massive landslide in Kayan East
causing widespread damage and loss
of life.

Through planning sessions, the
residents and barangay local officials
consolidated the results from the
CRA and training activities and drew
up a typhoon contingency plan.

Disaster Risks
The Cordillera Disaster Response
and Development Services (CorDis),
PfR’s local partner in the Cordillera
region, together with the barangay
government council and the local
people’s organization, Apit Montañosa, began implementation of the PfR
program in Kayan West in 2011. The
program began with a community
risk assessment (CRA), which helped
paint a clear picture of the local
situation and served as the basis for
future interventions.
The CRA showed that large
portions of the barangay are prone
to landslides and sinking. Further,
the community experiences water
shortage during the dry months to
an extent that water is rationed per
household.
Portions of the community
watershed are being converted to
vegetable gardens leading to reduced
water supply. Additionally, the large
volume of water produced during
heavy rains or typhoons flows directly to rice fields or vegetable gardens
causing damage to crops.
Taking off from this risk assessment, various capacity-building
activities were conducted to increase
knowledge and awareness of the
residents. They underwent training

The plan included an evacuation
plan, an early warning system and
roles and functions of the Barangay
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Committee that would help
the community take appropriate actions during a typhoon, which would
hopefully lead to reduced damage or
casualties. A community drill was
conducted to test the effectiveness of
the contingency plan.
Finally, the residents implemented small-scale mitigation measures
to address some of the immediate
problems identified in the CRA.
These measures also aimed to help
restore the health of their ecosystem
ultimately to reduce disaster vulnerabilities present in their area. The
residents established a community
nursery, planted trees in landslide
prone areas and constructed drainage canals to protect the rice fields
and vegetable gardens.
Throughout the implementation process, the program placed
emphasis on community participation. From the start, residents who
participated in the various activities
were given a leading role whether it
was discussing the community risk
situation or identifying appropriate
mitigation measures for soil erosion.
Local officials, health workers, elders, household heads and
PO representatives took part in the
program. Women were especially
active, comprising more than half
of the total number of participants
during each activity. Each group had

a chance to share their points of view
and specific concerns related to disaster risk reduction, climate change
adaptation and ecosystem management and restoration.
The plans and interventions built
upon and integrated the community’s
traditional practices. To form a more
complete community-based early
warning system, local knowledge on
early warning systems like animal
behavior and the color of clouds
were combined with scientific information from PAGASA (Philippine
Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration)
and other knowledge institutions.
The residents used indigenous tree
species for the reforestation activities
to ensure high survival rate and not
upset the balance of the ecosystem.
The program adapted activities
and schedules to the local situation.
Since residents expressed difficulty
in spending 2-3 days for a training as
they had to tend to their livelihood
activities, trainings were conducted
on a staggered basis. The program
also considered the local agricultural
cycle in planning the activities.
All inputs were translated to the
local dialect to ensure that participants were able to fully understand
the information being shared. According to the community, putting
them in the lead motivated them to
actively participate in the program
and work hard to improve their
situation.
Today, some impacts of the
program are already being observed.
The community and their local government are placing greater importance on disaster preparedness as
opposed to emergency response and
are more aware of the importance of
ecosystems and how they connect to
disaster risk reduction and climate
change. Further, they are integrating
the DRR, CCA and EMR approach
when implementing other projects

and are adjusting their planting calendar based on climate projections.
Since the start of the program,
Kayan West has been awarded most
functional Barangay Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Committee (BDRRMC) three times by the
Tadian municipal government.
The basis for the award was the
completeness of its DRR plans, presence of a community risk assessment
and implementation of DRR-related
programs and projects. Representatives from the barangay were also
invited to serve as resource persons
during a municipal-wide contingency planning workshop.
A significant impact is the
changing attitudes of the residents.
According to them, the increased
knowledge and awareness was one
of the most important things they
gained from the project. They are
now able to look more critically not
just at disasters but also the underlying causes of vulnerabilities.
They have become more proactive
in searching for solutions to their
problems without relying on external
sources.
The knowledge they gained from
PfR is further used in implementing
other projects. The residents used
the CRA to plan for a new domestic use water system funded by the
Department of Social Welfare and
Development to ensure that it was
risk-proof and environmentally sustainable.
The site for the water system was
transferred to a different location
when the CRA showed the original
site to be prone to landslides. The
pipes were also laid in such a way
as to protect them from forest fires.
And to ensure future water supply
the residents planted trees at the
water source.
Initiatives started by PfR have

been scaled up or maintained by the
whole community led by the barangay local government. Tree planting
in landslide-prone areas that started out as a small-scale mitigation
measure has continued every year
and the barangay council has issued
an ordinance to institutionalize this
practice.
The barangay contingency plan
and risk assessment are constantly
updated based on changes in the
local situation. The barangay development plan has also been modified to reflect the DRR-CCA-EMR
approach.
Finally, PfR has contributed to
strengthening indigenous practices
that can help the community prepare for and cope with the impacts
of hazards and disasters. Ob-obbo
is a system of cooperative endeavor
wherein the whole community works
together for a common goal such as
constructing a neighbor’s house or
repairing a community irrigation
canal. But according to residents, this
practice has slowly been fading in
the past few years.
Through the help of PfR, the
community members expressed that
they have realized again the importance of this practice. Today, ob-obbo is being done regularly not just to
fix structures but also to plant trees,
clean the community watershed,
create fire lines to prevent forest fires
and clear waterways to prevent accumulation of water.
Overall, Kayan West has shown
how the integrated approach works
when used in actual practice. The result is a community where resilience
is not only seen in the presence of
plans and mitigation measures but in
the change of attitudes and improved
practices. By using the integrated
approach and putting the community
in the forefront, a strong foundation
can be built on the way to achieving
true community resilience.
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NCIP and FPIC
process
Even before government existed, the
indigenous peoples in the Cordillera
followed their own customary laws
which have been passed on through
the generations. These customary laws
kept their communities orderly and
in peace. However, their practice has
declined in some areas due to social
influences and cultural interactions
with other people and societies.
As indigenous members go out
of their communities, they learn and
are influenced by other people and
other cultures. In school the children
acquire information and new learning
that may make them challenge the
norms their ancestors established in
making a just society. Some have even
used this education to take advantage
of their own tribesmen for their own
personal gain.
Kalinga is one province in the
Cordillera region that continues to
observe custom law. It has unique
customary practices because of its rich
historical experiences in the practice
of bodong (peace pact).
The bodong is a peace accord
forged between tribes to avert conflicts, and where disputes arise, are
resolved under its rules and bylaws
called Pagta. Its oral constitution and
bylaws govern the land, territory,
people and relations of the tribes that
enter into it. The Pagta are recalled by
the tribes’ leaders when conflict erupts
between their tribes.
It is such practice of the bodong
that was invoked by the Kalinga provincial office of the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP)
when in 2014 its staff, Miguel Atumpa
and Dominic Cawas, brought a case
of perjaya/pardaya (equivalent to libel)
against Benedicto Balawag and Arte30 Binnadang July-December 2015

MISUSE OF
CUSTOM LAW TO
BEAR DOWN ON
MINING PROTEST
BY JERRY GITTABAO

mio Dalsen before the bodong holders
of the Guinaang and Butbut tribes.
Perjaya/pardaya is a crime committed by a person who gives false
testimony against any binodngan or the
people and tribes covered by a bodong
in a forum or proceeding of agencies
of the government.
Balawag and Dalsen were accused
by NCIP-Kalinga of committing
perjaya during the conduct of the Free
Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)
process in Guinaang communities
regarding the application of Makilala
Mining Company (MMC) to mine
three thousand hectares in the Guina-ang Tribe’s ancestral domain.

of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) and Mines and Geosciences
Bureau (MGG). But these government
offices did not heed their calls.
MMC’s proposed entry and
NCIP’s conduct of the FPIC process
aroused tension and conflict between
and among families and clan members. Their once peaceful and united
communities became divided into
those who favored MMC and those
against it.

The two men along with their
villagemates charged NCIP of creating
a council of elders, when they already
had one, whose members were in favor
of MMC. Balawag said this was part of
a desperate move by NCIP to acquire
the requisite free prior and informed
consent of the Guina-ang people that
would allow MMC to start operations.

Moreover, the protesters experienced threats, intimidation and harassment, and for key leaders the case of
perjaya filed against them. According
to Balawag, he did not expect that such
a case would be brought against him
by NCIP, since it is the office which
indigenous peoples can lean on and
ask for help whenever conflicts and
disputes arise regarding their ancestral
domains. This was the reason, he said,
why he and the majority of the Guina-ang tribe who oppose MMC’s entry
submitted their petitions and position
paper to NCIP.

Balawag and Dalsen were among
those who led the local protest against
the entry of MCC. Together with other
members of the Guinaang community,
they registered their strong opposition
in a position paper and various petitions submitted to NCIP, Department

Through their petitions they had
hoped for a thorough investigation
and proper hearings to be conducted
for the truth to prevail. However, they
did not get any action from concerned
government agencies, and instead their
petitions were dismissed by the NCIP

regional office. Balawag said this left
them in dismay for they had put their
trust in the NCIP, believing that their
rights as indigenous peoples would be
respected and protected.
No case
The perjaya case, however, appears
to not have run its proper course.
Instead of the bodong holders of the
Butbut and Guinaang tribes passing
judgment on the complaint of perjaya,
NCIP-Kalinga resolved it by itself.
While the bodong holders had scheduled meetings to talk about the case,
these had to be reset when the son of
a Bubut tribe elder died and, based
on custom, they have to wait a year to
resume the meetings.
So it came as a surprise to Balawag
when it was published in the Midland
Courier on February 8, 2015 that the case
against him and Dalsen had been resolved. NCIP had decided the case without them being present in any hearing.

and the Guinaang tribes as the primary actors who should act on the
complaint and resolve it according
to the Pagta of their bodong. Rather,
the case was resolved solely by NCIP
without following the traditional way
of settling the issue as practised by the
i-Kalinga since time immemorial.
Balawag asserted there was no case
to talk about because their conscience
was clear. He and Dalsen did not do
any harm or spoke ill against anyone.
He said the case was just made up and
it was just right that those who fabricated it would be the ones who would
end it.
Considering that the Indigenous
Peoples Rights Act safeguards the
rights of indigenous peoples, the case
of perjaya filed by NCIP-Kalinga is a clear
violation of the
rights of
Bala-

wag and Dalsen as indigenous persons
and those of the Guinaang and Bubut
tribes as indigenous cultural communities.
The two men’s humanitarian rights
were also violated when Atumpa and
Cawas distributed press releases on the
alleged crime of perjaya to local papers
and radio stations, both when they
filed it and when it was resolved. A
local radio station had also announced
the resolution of the case.
Despite these experiences, Balawag and other villagers protesting
large scale mining are determined to
continue their communities’ struggle.
Although they face unknown obstacles, he said they will continue to fight,
as what they are fighting for is not just
for the people of the Guinaang
tribe today but for
their future generations.

NCIP deemed the case resolved
when a P10,000 apas (fine) was paid to
Atumpa. But not a centavo came from
the accused. Under customary practice, the accused if found guilty pays
the penalty.
Instead the money, according to
Balawag, came from Guinaang tribe
members who favor MCC’s entry. They
reportedly contributed the fine just
so the company’s mining application
would push through.
Balawag remarked that custom law
was manipulated and misused when
the bodong holders of Guinaang were
prevailed upon by NCIP-Kalinga to act
on the case. Firstly, he and Dalsen were
not informed that a case of perjaya
was filed against them. Although the
complaint was indeed brought before
the bodong holders, they only learned
about it from local papers and radio.
More importantly, there were no
talks or agreement between the Butbut

Community members discuss proposed
mining by MMC in Guinaang, Kalinga
July-December 2015
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ASEAN
Free Trade Agreement:
Can we even compete?
J

Second
of a
Series

ust before 2015 ended, the Philippines hosted the Asia Pacific
Economic Community (APEC)
summit attended by world leaders and
representatives of countries in the Asia
Pacific region. The agenda focused on
promoting and advancing inclusive
growth in the region on three fronts
- domestic/national, regional and
international levels.

It also set four priorities: Enhancing the Regional Economic Integration
Agenda, Fostering Small and Medium
Enterprises’ Participation in Regional and Global Markets, Investing in
Human Capital Development, and
Building Sustainable and Resilient
Communities.
APEC initiatives focus on connec-
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tivity and trade facilitation, particularly
in areas that will promote trade in
services and the ease of doing business.
Structural reform, financial inclusion
measures, and good governance also
place high on the agenda to support efforts to build more inclusive value and
production chains in the APEC region.
This is where ASEAN Free Trade
Agreement/ASEAN Economic Community (AFTA/AEC) comes into the
picture. AFTA involves the removal of
obstacles to freer trade among member states. It includes the abolition of
high tariffs or taxes on traded goods
and the scrapping of quantitative restrictions and other non-tariff barriers
that limit the entry of imports.
The AFTA program was initiated

Cordillera farms threatened by AFTA

in 1992 to create an integrated market
among ASEAN’s close to half a billion
people, make the ASEAN economies
more efficient and competitive, and
attract investments into the region.
The ultimate objective of AFTA is to
increase ASEAN's competitive edge as
a production base geared for the world
market.
A critical step in this direction is
the liberalization of trade in the region
through the elimination of intra-regional tariffs and non-tariff barriers.
This will have the effect of making
ASEAN's manufacturing sectors more
efficient and competitive in the global
market.
At the same time, consumers will
source goods from the more efficient

producers in ASEAN, thus expanding intra-ASEAN trade. As the cost
competitiveness of manufacturing
industries in ASEAN is enhanced
and with the larger size of the market,
investors can enjoy economies of scale
in production. In this manner, ASEAN
hopes to attract more direct foreign
investments into the region. This will,
in turn, stimulate the growth of support industries in the region for many
direct foreign investments.
For the Philippines, a largely
agricultural economy, it is almost
impossible to compete in the ASEAN area, and much less in the global
arena. This is so because of its underdeveloped agricultural condition. The
country’s agricultural development has
made slow progress, with its condition

changing as different presidents took
their seat to lead the government.
During the Marcos regime the Philippines exported agricultural products
such as rice but it was short lived. As
of now the Philippines is among the
number one importers of rice and
other agricultural products.
The undue competition AFTA and
similar free trade agreements engender
impinges on the Cordillera region, one
of the country’s top vegetable producers. Having a suitable environment,
almost half of its territory is used for
agricultural purposes.
History shows that since time
immemorial the people of the Cordillera have relied mainly on their land for
livelihood. They have innovatively used
July-December 2015
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and preserved their lands through
their own unique system of farming
and ways of using organic fertilizers
for their crops.
However, because of so-called
"march of progress" and "development,"their good agricultural practices
are slowly fading, replaced by destructive methods introduced by profit-oriented individuals, organizations and
agencies. Further, Cordillera farmers
suffer land grabbing and other forms
of exploitation especially in Benguet
and Ifugao which have wide vegetable
farms and plantations. Considering
these and other adverse conditions,
they will be hard put to compete in the
global market.

structural unemployment may occur
in the short term. This impact will
affect large numbers of workers, their
families and local economies. So much
so that it will be difficult for these
workers to find employment in growth
industries, and government assistance
is necessary. This is proven by the
high percentage of unemployment in
today’s society.

Other drawbacks

Because of the Philippines’ underdeveloped economy, businesses in
the county would suffer from uneven
competition from its trading partners, adversely impacting employees
and consumers. This would lower
Gross Domestic Product, incomes
and domestic demand and increase
unemployment and other social and
economic problems.

The Free Trade Agreement may
also lead to worker displacement.
Due to the removal of trade barriers,

The world market is a biased arena
where richer countries can afford to
dump their surplus products at below

cost. Such conditions would lead to
difficulties for industries such as those
in the Philippines to compete over
long periods.
Further, countries which have
economies that are largely agricultural
confront unfavorable terms of trade
whereby their export income is much
smaller than import payments they
make for high value added products,
leading to large foreign debts. It would
also be difficult to develop economies
of scale in the face of competition
from large foreign transnational corporations, especially for infant industries or developing economies.
Lastly, free trade can lead to pollution and other environmental problems as companies fail to include these
costs in the price of goods in trying
to compete with companies operating
under weaker environmental legislation in some countries.

Local products: losing out in uneven competition

Militarized
once again:

Zinundungan
BY MILA KIBITEN-AO-WAT

Revisiting the valley
I could not explain the feelings I
had on a morning last September as
we boarded the trailer attached to a
tractor from the town center of Rizal,
Cagayan on our way to Zinundungan
Valley. As the tractor bumped, jumped
and burped along the “abortion road,”
recollections of my first trip to the
valley fleeted in my mind. I vividly
remembered riding on a carabao under the fiery midday sun with a small
Aggay girl to direct the way.
For a moment I was even literally
lifted up from my seat when the tractor
suddenly jerked and bolted, then
dunked back on the wood plank of
our improvised seat at the back of the

THEN
AND
NOW

operator. There was no public transportation at that time. The only trucks
that inched and forced their way to the
hinterlands were the big trucks owned
by logging companies.
I first went to Zinundungan in
1976 as a research assistant of the
Department of Culture and Filipino
Languages at the University of the
Philippines Diliman. How I loved the
gong playing of the Maluegs and the
soulful chanting and rhythmic dancing
of the Aggays. In our three months
stay in the valley, we moved with them
from one settlement to another. It
was paradise. They lived in symbiotic oneness with mother earth. They
looked so dignified sans the trappings
of royalty.
July-December 2015
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Thirty-nine years after on September 15, 2015, I went back to the valley
as part of a fact finding mission organized by the Cagayan Valley Human
Rights Advocates and other militant
organizations in support of the beleaguered community people of Zinundungan valley.
The community people had been
allegedly subjected to human rights
violations by the punitive armed forces
of the state in their counterinsurgency
operations against the New Peoples
Army. The health sector, of which I
was a part, were to facilitate psychosocial processing sessions among the
traumatized people of the valley and
serve as the first aid team during the
mission.
As the tractor made its way this
time, the rolling valley swayed with
yellow corn and a clump of trees strangled by vines dotted the valley cleavages along the slopes. More memories
of my first visit to the valley played in
my mind…. the image of a lush verdant slope, the chorus of cicadas outdoing each other, the streams teeming
with fish and shells.
I relived the time when I joined
a honey gathering activity…. a man
with a bamboo pole strapped on his
back and at the end of the pole over his
head was a large nest of smoking grass.
With a bamboo spear, the man swiftly
climbed a giant honey tree, then slowly
pierced the beehive, the honeybees
hastily flying out in a column veering
away from the smoke while the man
expertly detached a fourth of the hive
full of honeycomb and the separated
hive falling heavily on a large wicker
basket held by the village folks who
cheered joyously in sweet anticipation
of the bountiful honey.
In the evening with the moon
shining bright, we gathered and there
was chanting, dancing and laughter
accompanied by playing of bamboo
instruments and rhythmic clapping.
Gentle breeze cooling the night…
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life felt so good. But at around 8 pm,
everybody hurried home because of
a curfew at the time imposed by the
Dictator Marcos when he proclaimed
Martial Law in 1972… I thought that
the imposition and observance of a
curfew was quite funny in a barrio so
far away from Manila.
Coming again to the big Zinundungan River, the flowing breast nurturing the valley, a pain of loss pinched
my heart. The once roaring river with
the crystal waters now flows sadly,
heavily silted, stripped of its sheen
and pride. The old tractor stopped for
some time to rest and refuel. Belching
anew it inched along the vast valley
and there appeared the village of Masi,

then San Juan and the tractor jolted
and stopped.
We had reached our destination. It
was a three and a half hour ride from
the town center. A member of the
team let out a big whew of relief while
getting down from the trailer, swearing
the trip was “a journey through hell.” I
looked around, the beautiful valley in
my memory was lost. I shed a tear.
Rape of the valley:
Zinundungan chronicled
from that first visit
The destruction of the valley began
with the entry of big logging industries in the 1970s. Some of the logging

companies remembered by the people
are the ADR, Farby, Dangwa Corp
and Redwood Industry. The ecological
balance deteriorated with the massive
cutting of trees which also brought
siltation along the rivers. With this
logging industry, militarization of the
valley started.
As has been the pattern in ancestral domains where destructive
and extractive industries operate, the
armed forces of the state also came
in to secure the operations of companies on the pretext of protecting
the people. The people of the valley
were disenfranchised of their birthright; the forest resources they had
nurtured for centuries were cut and
carted away to build palatial homes
and fancy furniture for the rich and
the mighty.

Healing psychological and physical
wounds......through play

With the arrival of the logging
companies was the sudden growth
and proliferation of a weed not
endemic in the area. This grew very
fast entwining its vines around any
trees standing, then totally crowning
the tops blocking the sun, resulting
in the death or stunting of trees.
The victimized trees do not yield
fruits. The people named the vine
martial law and/or mara-NPA. The
vine brought another scourge to the
valley.
The wealth of the valley enticed
greedy opportunists and prospectors
to grab the land of the Maluegs and
the Aggays. They appropriated large
tracts of land by registering or titling
them in their names. The commodification of the ancestral domain of the
Malauegs and the Aggays was hastened.
In 2007 the people were lured by
the promise of big profits through the
propagation of Bt corn (colloquially
called yellow corn) and high yielding
banana varieties. The Department of
Agriculture (DA) in cahoots with multinational corporations aggressively
endorsed this program.

The production of yellow corn was
aimed to supply the raw materials for
the production of animal feeds. The Bt
corn was developed and programmed
to be chemical input-dependent. The
farmers had to buy the seeds with all
the prescribed fertilizers, pesticides
and fungicides supposedly to attain
maximum harvest.
The production of rice through
ecological friendly methods was put
aside to give way to the yellow corn
god. Since then some villagers have
had to augment their staple food by
buying rice from town centers. Some
villagers tried in vain to steam the
yellow corn, as they did with the traditional corn they used to plant but, as
they narrated, they spat out the corn
as it tasted like sand and exuded an
aroma that made them want to puke.
A few years from the introduction
of high yielding banana varieties, infestations became rampant as had never
been seen or heard of before. The
farmers had to uproot and burn all the
afflicted banana plants and after some
months, they replanted new suckers
in other areas in their farm lots. The
infestations continue to this day. The
once continuous supply of bananas
became a thing of the past.
The shift in farming legitimized
the entry and use of harmful chemical
inputs. This shift promoted usury in
the villages. The people had to access
cash to finance the expensive yellow
corn production.
Most resorted to having usurers
or middlemen supply the certified
seeds and needed chemical inputs. At
harvest time the middlemen collected
the loans they provided at a very high
interest. There were times when the
farmers could not pay their loans or
recoup their expenses especially when
calamities occurred, such as typhoons
and drought.
This vicious cycle of indebtedness
is perpetuated, usually ending in the
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loss of the farm lots committed as
collateral. As observed by the villagers,
the soil had lost its ability to hold water, thus erosions occurred even with
the least rain. The food security of the
valley had been shaken. Zinundungan’s bountiful breasts were withering
away.
Dissent and Resistance
The plunder of their homeland,
such as caused by the big logging
companies, served as the catalyst that
roused the people from their slumber
to rise and defy the destruction of their
land, life and resources.
The state sent its troops to the valley purportedly to nip the bud of growing resistance by illegally torturing,
arresting, detaining, filing trumped
up cases and executing extrajudicial
killings among the mass leaders and
human rights defenders. The flame of
defiance has since then kept flickering.
Human rights violations escalated
as the protest snowballed against the
logging companies and military atrocities. Some village elders recall the helllike military rule that permeated their
valley in those years. This pushed the
village people to declare war against
the intruders.
The elders vividly remember 1982
as a significant year in the history of
their resistance in defending their
homeland. Some of the villages such
as Masi and nearby settlements were
hamletted by the armed forces.
Lurid tales of torture and killings
mounted up. The survivors narrated
how 16 of their villagemates were massacred and reported as NPA members
who perished in legitimate encounters.
The massacred individuals were simple
village folks who merely stood up to
defend themselves.
Out of fear and helplessness some
villagers evacuated to the villages of
their kin in the hinterlands of Apayao
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province and other municipalities. Out
of this valiant struggle that witnessed
the flowing of the blood of the martyrs,
the logging activities stopped. It was
a sweet victory for the people though
they were deeply scarred and traumatized.
From their previous struggles,
the community people affirmed the
trueness of the historically attested
and proven tool of oppressed people:
concerted unity. The indigenous people of the valley organized their ranks
to solidify and fortify their strength.
The Malaueg Farmers Association was
forged in 2004 and the Timpuyog ti
Mannalon dagiti Aggay followed in
2007.

Out of fear and helplessness some villagers
evacuated to the villages
of their kin in the hinterlands of Apayao.

For mutual support and solidarity
in advancing their rights, the organizations affiliated themselves with
Kagimongan, the regionwide peasant
movement in Cagayan Valley. The
MFA and TMD came up with measures such as the crafting of regulatory
policies in relation to the acquisition
and use of their ancestral land.

but militarization remains until today.
The armed forces, particularly members of the 17th Infantry Battalion of
the Philippine Army remain in the
villages, bringing fear to the already
traumatized people. In defiance of the
Geneva Protocol, soldiers dwell in the
houses of some of the villagers or in
the barangay halls or in the schools.

Around two years ago, the community people launched a campaign
to intensify the conservation of their
resources. They are also shifting back
to traditional rice cultivation and other
agricultural products that will address
food security and sovereignty at the
same time nurture and conserve their
natural resources.

The reason for their stay is purportedly to protect the people against
the alleged extortions and abuses of
the NPA. But contrary to this preposterous claim, the armed forces are
not there to protect the people but to
sow fear to silence them against the
atrocities committed against them. The
civilian populace in the area have been
tagged as NPA members.

Continuing repression
The logging may have stopped

The guns of Oplan Bayanihan,
the government’s counterinsurgency

program, are aimed against the people. Proof of continuing human rights
violations in the area are the killing
of a militant youth leader in 2012, the
encampment of the military among
the private houses in the village of San
Juan, the filing of trumped up charges
of kidnapping with homicide against
29 members of the Malaueg and Aggay
farmers organizations in February
2015, and on July 20, 2015, the treacherous and inhumane arrest of young
fathers, Mendo Bisiotan and Marlon
Baganay and a sickly senior citizen,
Lando Daryuin. All three arrested
individuals are part of the 29 earlier
accused.

and tied with a heavy rope and made
to carry weapons and forced to walk
to where the army truck was parked
to bring them to the military camp in
Lasam, Cagayan.

The armed group, later identified
as members of the 17th IB PA, kicked
open the doors of the abovementioned
victims at dawn and dragged them out
of their abodes. They were tortured

The child since then has refused to
talk. During the psychosocial therapy
activities among his peers, he sketched
a fully armed man and beside it, a face
with tears falling. The mother observed

.....through psychosocial counseling

The wives and children of Mendo
and Marlon followed them until the
road where the military truck was
parked. They attempted to ride the
truck to accompany their loved ones
to where they would be brought but
they were shooed off like fowls. Mendo’s eight-year-old son succeeded in
boarding the truck. He was grabbed by
the collar of his shirt and thrown like a
heap of garbage to the ground.
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that up to now her son would often
wake up crying in the night calling for
his father. The families of the arrested
persons fear the onset of hunger as
their main breadwinners are gone. The
three are now illegally detained at the
Cagayan Provincial Jail.
The above incidents were the
reason why the fact finding mission
was conducted on September 15-19,
2015. During the mission, the soldiers that roamed the village suddenly
disappeared from San Juan. The facts
stated by the people were validated and
substantiated.
The affected villagers painfully
recounted their ordeals with dry angry
eyes. Their emotional state of sorrow
and ire is too deep for tears to wash.
The cry for justice reverberates and
echoes throughout the valley.

The valley today

At first glance the standard of
living seems to have been uplifted as
some houses are made of concrete
and roofed with galvanized iron and
people are dressed in the current fads.
(I did not see an Aggay in a g-string
or a wraparound skirt processed from
tree bark as I had witnessed 39 years
ago.) The great corn fields seem to
hold a promise of food abundance and
the presence of stores with shelves of
consumer goods and junk food shows
that cash economy has taken over the
valley.
But underneath the conventional
signs of progress and development,
the communities reflect the classic
signs and symptoms of government
neglect and oppression. The communities are bereft of the basic social
services due them as citizens of the
state.
A lone elementary school building
proudly stands in the middle of the village but ironically education remains
beyond the access of the community
people as evidenced by a lot of children
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not in school but toiling instead with
their parents as farmhands to enable
them to eat.
A talk with the midwife reveals
shocking facts that substantiate
government neglect and oppression
in the valley. There are many cases of
pulmonary tuberculosis in the area.
Prescribed vaccinations provided by
the government are administered only
among children who are in school.
The midwife noted that most of
the Aggays refuse to be vaccinated
“because they become sick after the
vaccination.” Some Aggay children
violently reject the vaccinations given
by physically fighting it out with the

midwife or by simply hiding.
The leading causes of morbidity
have remained unchanged through the
decades. Communicable but preventable diseases prevail with common
respiratory diseases, diarrhea and skin
diseases topping the list. Malnutrition
stalks the villagers especially young
children and women. Malnutrition and
sanitation remain constant problems.
The midwife lamented the absence of medicines, even just common
analgesics and antipyretics. In 2011
when the government hired additional
nurses to help in the administration
of health programs in the rural areas,
the midwife hoped that some of them

would go to the remote barangays. But
then the nurses just stayed at the Rural
Health Unit office in the town center.
Casual conversations with the
villagers affirm this situation. Two
persons afflicted with PTB shared that
they were diagnosed with the disease
through the sputum test conducted by
the Rural Health Unit two years ago.
They were enrolled in the government’s
anti-TB program and given three
months’ supply of the medicines.
When the medicines were consumed, the midwife advised them to
go to the RHU in the town center to
reenrol so they would be given medicines for the next three months. Due to
her physical and economic condition,
one of the female patients could not
fulfill the required personal appearance
and thus did not finish the prescribed
course of medication. The other patient went to the RHU to reenrol but
was advised to access his medicines at
the provincial health office located in
the city of Tuguegarao.

.....through medical care

.....and traditional medicine

Another villager with a large lump
on the right side of his neck and a long
scar on his left foot shared his own
experience, narrating that a decade ago
he could hardly walk due to a big lump
that grew on his left foot. He consulted
the midwife and was advised to go to

the hospital in Tuguegarao. With no
cash to use, he did not go.
One day, a group of New Peoples’ Army passed by their residence.
He consulted the medic in the group
regarding his ailment. The medic
performed the operation to excise
the lump from his foot. He was given
medications and instructed on how to
care for the wound. A month after the
operation, he recovered. He said that
was the only time he came face to face
with a health worker who cared.
This year the municipal local
government is bent on implementing
Department of Health Administrative
Order 2008-0029 known as “Implementing Health Reforms towards Rapid Reduction in Maternal and Neonatal
Mortality” popularly dubbed as the
“No Home Birthing Policy.”
The policy discourages home
births assisted by traditional birth
attendants. It also pegged payments
for service charges to pregnant women
who would deliver their babies at the
local birthing center. This ploy is part
of the privatization of public health
care which would force people to pay
for basic health services, which the
state is obligated to provide.
In line with the policy, the old
municipal building in Rizal town will
be refurbished to serve as a birthing
center. The idea being conceived by the
municipal government is for expectant
mothers to go to the center a week before the expected date of delivery and
to stay a week more after giving birth
before going home. Since the use of
the birthing center enforces payment
of services, the municipal government
plans to enrol the expectant mothers
with the government health insurance
agency, Philhealth.
But based on the actual experiences of patients who were forced to go to
the birthing centers, Philhealth covers
only a certain amount, not the entire
cost. The bulk of medical expenses
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comes from the pocket of patients, and
added to this is dislocation expenses
they will surely incur while in the town
center.
This program rubs salt on pestering wounds inflicted by government
neglect and oppression. This spells further abandonment of birthing mothers
and infants, the most vulnerable sector
of society.
The government program of
granting conditional cash transfers to
poor families also smacks of mockery
and fraudulence. In the villages of San
Juan, Masi and Bural, some identified
beneficiaries are a local teacher, a rich
peasant and the usurer whom a lot of
the village people are indebted to.
Two of the identified beneficiaries
had enough grace to waive the “benefit”, but the usurer continues to receive
it. This reechoes what is happening nationwide in relation to the anomalous
PPPP (Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino
Program), supposedly a government
poverty reduction and social development program.
Leaving the valley
After the mission, we travelled
through a better road via a refurbished
cargo truck to Lasam. As the driver
expertly traversed the road, my heart
wept with nostalgic sorrow. Zinundungan in my mind has aged, is scarred
and disfigured. She sits as a goddess
stripped of her royalty, gazing at her
brood struggling to fend for themselves. The god of greed has indeed
blown its toxic breath over the land.
The Zinundungan River slowly
flows with dirges of sorrow but crackles with glints of hope. Zinundungan
is looking up to the east where the
sun rises, where life begins, watching
the reddening sky with the awaited
promise of redemption. Her sons have
whittled their tools of war and are now
sharpening them. The beating of long
forgotten gongs will soon again be
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heard to celebrate the break of a new
dawn from the darkness that lingered
too long.
I glimpsed once more the disappearing valley. I recalled leaving
the valley in June 1976; I looked at
Zinundungan then with the eyes of a
mere researcher oblivious of the wanton destruction…of the heavy militarization, of the abuses…it was then
Martial Law. I heard no complaints
from the people. Now I know why the
silence was … because we were then
escorted by the armed forces... Visiting
this time as a development worker,
my heart mourns with anger but more
invigorated to persevere in the service
of the people.
Postscript
Three days after the fact finding
mission, charges were filed against 40
human rights defenders who participated in the just-concluded fact
finding mission.
Recounting ordeals

The accused individuals acciden-

tally discovered that they had been
accused of the heinous crime of kidnapping with homicide on September
21, 2015 when they accompanied some
of the 29 Malaueg and Aggay farmers
who were charged in court in February
2015 to file their counter affidavits at
the Prosecutor’s Office.
Some of those accused were Mia
Liquigan, a former executive director
of CHESTCORE and now chairperson of the Human Rights Alliance in
the region, Isabelo (Buting) Adviento,
chairperson of Kagimongan (Cagayan Valley Peasant Movement) and
a nominee of the Anak Pawis Party
List, Femie Galapon, chairperson of
the National Union of Students in the
Philippines (NUSP)-CV; Emil Dagdag, Piston Isabela coordinator, Randy
Malayao, vice president for Luzon of
the Makabayan coalition and Agnes
Mesina of the Rural Missionaries of the
Philippines (RMP).
Emboldened with impunity, 25
soldiers believed to be from the 17th
IB PA abducted Lenor Danao, an
Aggay and a resident of Masi, Rizal, in
the morning of October 1, 2015. He
was sick and was being attended by his
wife and children in their hut when he
was abducted. He was forced to walk
under the rain and darkness till they
reached barangay Gagabutan at 4 am
the following day. His whereabouts are
unknown until today.

Barangay Masi, Rizal: sorrow
and hope in the valley
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Reflections
MY TIME
WITH CDPC
BY ANTON NEEFJES

Anton Neefjes spent 9 months in
the Cordillera in 2014 to research small and
large scale mining for a masteral program
which he recently completed
at the Wageningen University
in the Netherlands. CDPC facilitated his
travel and stay in the communities.
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Nine months. That is how long
I stayed with the CDPC… literally.
My base was its office. I slept in the
meeting room of the organization.
Here, I was surrounded with pictures
of the activities that the CDPC
carries out: seminars for sustainable
agriculture and food security,
blacksmith trainings and trainings on
appropriate technology and pictures
showing projects like irrigation canals
and footbridges.

initiative on the community’s side
made for a successful enterprise, so I
observed.
The way how the CDPC got along
with the people it served was really
a joy for me to see. It was great to
see the mutual respect coming from
the organization and the community
members. The hospitability of our
hosts in the field was also really
remarkable. Not to mention all the
different foods I tasted and all the
different places I visited! It was truly a

action, not just words but also deeds. I
could listen and speak to development
workers. I could hear stories from the
beneficiaries. And for the first time I
got a taste of what it would be to do
development work.
This has been a great experience
and a true eye-opener. The staff, aside
from guiding me smoothly through
my internship, were very open to me
in sharing their own experiences with
CDPC. This all helped me in getting
a better picture of the ‘development
world’.

During the course of my
internship these pictures
changed for me. As I
Of course, there are
During my stay with CDPC I finally got to see
began travelling with
also risks, dangers and
the staff of the CDPC,
development work in action, not just words but also downsides to the work.
the pictures I saw in the
deeds... for the first time I got a taste of what it would But despite this, the
office came to life and it
organization keeps up the
be to do development work.
got a human face. From
good work. The pay is not
distant images they
that high, you are often
blessing that I was able to take part in
turned into real-life experiences.
away from home and administratively
this.
it is also a lot of work.
As I went to the communities
From a young age, when I began
in Kalinga, Abra and Ifugao, I
But of all the things, what strikes
to see more of the world than just
became aware how a relatively small
me the most is this: the organization
my own backyard and my immediate
organization like CDPC can really
is doing a tremendous
surroundings, the idea of ‘helping the
be a big help for the communities.
job helping the
poor’ entered my head. I wanted to do
The expertise on the projects
rural poor, it fills
development work.
and the funding of it on the
a gap that the
organizations’ side coupled with
So, during my stay with CDPC I
the willpower, cooperation and
finally got to see development work in
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government fails to do itself, but what
is the reaction of this government? It
looks at the development workers with
a suspicious gaze.
More than that, the workers are
tagged as NPA and the government is
making it hard for them to carry out
their activities. Even more than that:
it is one thing to tag people as NPA,
when they are not, but it is totally
another thing to kill these people. This
is the world upside down.
The government who should
protect its citizens are actually
resorting to killings, while the
people who are doing good, who are
actually helping people are being
punished; they may even have to
pay their good work with their lives.
It must be difficult to do your job
when you are suspected and may be
targeted by the military. It must be
incredibly hard to lose a colleague
and friend due to extrajudicial
killings.

ang, Kalinga, facilitated by CDPC.
Here, I got to know about a success
story of people resisting a large-scale
mining company. This can be used for
people elsewhere facing the same issue
and struggle.
In my thesis I also explore the
opportunities of small-scale mining. I
will set this against the destructiveness
of large scale mining and will argue
why it is so much better than large
scale mining and how it can be
improved.
This thesis will form the final
part of my internship. I will provide

a copy to the CDPC, so they can use
it for their campaign against largescale mining. The thesis also forms
the final part of my studies. When
my thesis is finished I will graduate
in the master program International
Development Studies.
And after that? I will do some
kind of development work probably.
I’m not sure if I will return to the
Philippines for this. But, for sure, I will
remember the good practices of the
CDPC and the kindness of its staff. It
will form the guideline and reference
point for my future career.

All the greater is my respect
for the development workers who
continue their work, who keep their
spirits high and are really fighting
for their rights and that of the poor,
marginalized and indigenous peoples.
I could hear the willpower ring
through the conversations I had with
the staff and see the determination in
their faces.
With all the struggles the
indigenous peoples face and in the
face of adversity, it is so much the
more remarkable to see the staff laugh
and smile and keeping their spirits
high. It has been my honour to work
with the staff of CDPC and its partner
organizations.
So, after 9 months I am back
in the Netherlands. The time of my
internship and research with CDPC
has passed. What is the next step?
Currently I am working on my thesis
concerning the issue of large-scale
mining in the Philippines, more
specifically in the Cordillera.
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Anton Neefjes in Guina-ang, Pasil, Kalinga

CDPC NETWORK
Community Health Education, Services and Training in the
Cordillera Region (CHESTCORE)
Cordillera Alternative Law Center (DINTEG)
Cordillera Disaster Response and Development Services, Inc
(CorDis-RDS)
Cordillera Labor Center (CLC)
Cordillera People’s Alliance (CPA)
Cordillera Women’s Education Action Research Center, Inc.
(CWEARCI)
Cordillera Youth Center (CYC)
Dap-ayan ti Kultura iti Kordilyera (DKK)
Development Agency of Tribes in the Cordillera (DATC)
Montañosa Research & Development Center, Inc (MRDC)
Northern Media and Information Network, Inc. (NMIN)
Regional Development Center – Katinnulong Dagiti Umili iti
Amianan (RDC-KADUAMI)
Regional Ecumenical Council in the Cordillera (RECCORD)
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